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REPRESENT OFFICIAL OFFICE OF EDU
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.t11

:There: seems te be no extensive definitional literature, of

international and comparative

is not the firpt one of itskind, however; Bereday 1 SimsovaFo6kettt,'

Shores,
4
,JackSon,

5
and Dane 6 among bthers

deserving careful study. Bereday's work:is

library science.. Of course this paper

social scientists, to some extent and in much abbreviated form ,described

ndadapted for librarians:by SimpOVa.7 In preparing thiS,

and explication, I am grateful to several friends,-aftund the worldworlwhoSe

lettersof helpful advice should be acknowledged herO3 9,10,' 11, 12; 13

,The .present paper willattempt'to

Usefully.

As.A part of the. project to'explain the theory of the topic.r

supplement all of their statements

to myself as well as to the reader three other papers were prepared

for:,:elluCidation, The internationalltan, Dean vs. Chairman and

Iranian vs. American Library Serial SelectionHPolicles. Eabh of these
A

papers should provide an exaMple of international or comparative library

science for the interested reader.

If the reader is ready, then, the question ofthe moment may

be proposed. What isl'or what fire,_inprn4ional and emparative
7*P

'library science? Before plunging into extended deflnition of these

two Phrases, the, paper will spend some time describing their setting

)7.71 and explaining ,related terms. After.their-definitions, have been stated,'.
0.4

explored, compared and contrasted, their particular research methodology



described, and the diffiduItie

of their Flobal 4mpliCations will

ed, Certain.

The Comparative Studies.- -The developmentOf cemparati.ve studios started'

in the 16th century With the term, comparative anatomy, analysts of the

likenesses and differences between human and animal form. Since then,

comparative fields have developed strongly inseveral' : ther subject

areas such as,PsychOlOgy medicind,'Hbiology, biechemistrY, government,

literature, linguistict, religion law and education.

Each one of the comparative' fieldt has its own pattern of

`Individuality and to other fields. ,Comparative:psycholegy i

the study of animal versus human Comparative medicine compares

animal and human medical problems,and treatments. Comparative biology

compares animal and human biology, and comparative blo7cheMitt Compares

the chemical proPertiet of all` life forms. 'ComparatiVe gOvernmantand,

politics studies the similarities and differences iri the political systems

of different countries. HoWeVer, much l oose phraseology can be seen in-

this and other comparativelfields, so a bobk which merely collects national

constitutions may be called'cOmparative politics, also. Comparative

literattre analyses the'themes, plots, and characters found in literatures

of various countries. ComparatiVe'linguistics studies the langUages of

various grOups of people and nations. Comparative, religion, compares and

centrasts'the, elements of different religions,, their form5of worship,

dectrinev,architecturel.and holy writings.

In contrast to their:comparativeph&ses the international phases,

of ptycholOgY, mediCinel'biology, bio-chemistry, government, literature,

linguistics, and religion-tend to ,be less often spoken of, .but , In all

cases, to involve cross national considerations and activities.

Among the comparativefields, comparative and international laW
,

7

and education seem to be leadersAndevelopment.: 111oughthere issome*

variation in interpretation of their scope and emphasizes, comparatiye. law



deals with the legal likenesses and differnees between countries,

particUlarly,regarding the laWSc'efSpecific prOblemareab For instance,

it 'is appropriate therein to study the divorce law 14 two :social'

countries.' lInternatlonaIlaw.deaisiwith the legal problems between

more nations, the laWs of international organizationS and of

outer spacewitheutinvolving coMparison,

oceans and international trade,oforexamPle,

It covers.the law of the

A third field,

on the other hand, simply describes the law existing in any other

country,than that of the author or the publisher. These aspect's of
A

comparativeand international laWshOtild make useful contributions to

the deyelopment:ofdefinitionsfor `comparative and'internationAI

law,

library science.

field closest to eemparatiVe library scienee seems

comparative education which is morethan a century

well deyeloped)j4 The definitional situation

in law, though here, top:,''strict

adhered to. Comparative

goals

to be

Old and is relatively

in education is ,similar:

definitions are not:always

education studies the comparisons in educational

and practices between countries, often' with a view,
n A.fjA7

solutions to problems. International education attempts to cover all

multi-national educational activities, especially those of national

toward seeking

and international organizations.
Ae.

In the above description of comparative and international fields,

we may note that the term, comparative, carries geographic or cross
fl

national implications in the hUmanIties and social sciences but not

in the sciences':' In the social sciences generally, the term's use

suggests focus on the investigation of'social phenomena, distributed in
---,1

ck, Tile 5"iik:- (1 x,,a,different societies or typeS of societies, Multi-national. >In the I- ,

biological sciences generally,' as:in the field of anatomy, comparative
, c't.1 17-7) rtbc...)-1 4 . ,

usually has an animal vs. human denotation. V111}10,-;.., it should be ,,noted
ltd.). , ;%:. Ti-14,,c7. .(1'

, .' .:---',..!4-__. 21.4 re. IAA,
( ,

that ' in as-majority of cases, fthe entlre comparative
.

--)-eala international



field. in, all of iti,"(,:;OniljaratiVe47-internati-onal-Tandmere:343:-Jolpign:-

common practice4 b P-7, Mat6ftenrefrd to and

subsUmed under the sPecialized comparatiVe, rather thamthe

seemingly more comprehensive word, international. Perhaps, thia is

the greater vagueness of the'wordrinternatiOnal, or to the

more scholarly sound of the word, comparative. Cultural borrowing

comparative fields, many :of

Approaches and prOblems encountered in one can be seen in c,thers,als0.:

,<:tti%VeLl13rarCoMarr Science Definitions. -',Although having antecedants

going back at least two or three generations the field of comparative

library science has developed primarily since 1964. Simapva claimed

that Chase Dane used the term first, 'in' 1954.6 in the nett ten yearsi

term appeared nowhere, but since that time its

3 T5'Foskett3 and Carl White were

16
$harify.

the

considerably.

use
16

as was

use has grown

D. J. early term

Nasser

Before examining various definitions for comparative library

science perhaps we 'shouleLdefine the generic term, libraryacience.-:

Library science is the study brmodern librarianship. Library science

is the study and prdetice of library management Library science is

the deaoription, analysis and praetice of the[purposes,:policies, and

procedures of"all'types of information - handling organizations. Library

science is the study and practice of user, analysis, printed and audio - visual

material selection, acquisition' oromization, storage and service,

.in,schools, colleges, corporations, government agencies, and,public

libraries, in fact, in institutions of all kinds. Library ,science,

is the art and science of bringing people and books together fruitfully.

The broad and comprehensive field.onlibrary scienceshould,be under-

stood to inclUde portions of the closely related fieldS'of reading,

communications,: publishing, and printing, as well as informationacience,

all typed of library work and all types gf.. librariesL..1bi-ary' science



appears

5

to be both a study and practice, concentrating on libraries,

in all, of their possible aspects,

user alalybis to service.'

Perhaps comparatiVe library science' can be isolated fUrther

both artistic and scienti fic from

by -describing what itAs,-,What it

The follewing:doten or more

is not, not quite, or not at all,'

definitions,are common and Useful-1:but

Many of theM are incomplete

them have been adapted for:present purpOseS from other comparative

study areas. At any rate,( their, statement

or somewhat also.. Some of

deepen our

may help us

understanding of the comparative 1:brary

a final comprehenSiVe definition)(\

defined as a compariton:Of the

to widen and,

field, before

Comparative library science has been,

various kinds of libraries and the means

of providing them in-different countries?-7 Also, comparative library

science can be called that branch of library science dealing with the
1,46,(4)e..0c)/L.

policies and praCtices of other countries.18 gillefirst:of these

definitions neglected to mention the necessity of studying,A:,sPecific
,6040-;

topic and the second: neglected to Mention the idea of comParison

Another definition: 'CoMparative library science seeks to

.understand the similarities and differencesamong the

countries.18 Obviously, this definition omitted a

libraries of all

statement concerning

systematic study, though it did include the idea of comparison. Following

Noah's lead, comparative library science may be defined as the intersection-

of the social sciences, library science, research and the bi-national

dimensions. 111. While true and stylistically intriguing, like, some of
tr,t.

the other definitions given here, this was more, nearly a comment or

description than a definition.

Many other definitions of the term exist. Each author has his

own. Chase Dane referred to it in several ways. In,one, sentencei

he called it the study of library development in many countries to

discover 'what developments have been successful and car-Ipe copied



elnewhere.6: Also, he defined it as the eXamination of- the philo

libraryarmat-l>, on an international scale to determine

long range trends,:thternational shortcomings, contraditions and

and policies of

inconsistencies, 6
, In still another definition,,he:OalledLit the study

Of the causes and effects ofjibrary,deVelopment throughout the world.

All three definitions omitted the-:pomparative"aspect though one added,

6

the concept of

One of

Cultural borrowing.

the taVoritepurposes listed. for American` comparative

-library-science: courses, perhras following Dane's lead, and another way

of stating a definitionas that of acquiring a deeper understandtng
.

V2,'
of AMerican-librarkan§htp ,thrU'Omparisons with other-,Oountries. 19, 20

Study. of library problems-'abroad was expected to help ;the student; understand'

the same problems locally, both 'becauSe of the differences andbecause

',of-the encountered, and ;;;Imake lOcal library improvements

.acCordingly. However; for Profitable use, the student needed to be able

to evaluate thoroughly the success of the libraries studied. Since

evaluation of this success often depended on inadequate evidence,however

such idea transfers were difficult to carry out.:-

William Jackson defined., comparative library science as the study

of library systems and problems in countries outsid the United States

and of American interaction with them.19 To,him International library

cooperation was subsumed under comrarative library science, also.

Obviously,' this, was anAmerican-oriented definitiOn and therefore,

violated the' one world philosOphyperMeating this field. -It 'Seemed'

either to rule out or relegate to alow status any American interest

in the comparison of Arabic with Turkish libraryarVilPf. llor instance.

Asheim: promote the useful exchange of information and ideas.21

Very inclusive, too general. White: a subject which deals with material

on theory and practice found in different geographical and political

areas,,but'one which 'is a methodology as well as a subject field.15 And

also, comparatiVe library science-reIates to the method of treating the



data well as to the country of the writor.Y) This definition

provided. nother comment and. sounded somewhat like international library

science. It did add the concept of methodology to our thinking but seemed

FOskett suggetted that the COmparative'nethod meant the collection

of data,on existing; library 41fstems and their measurement against some

hypothetical or actual, situation:used at a pOint.of reference.? He pOinted.

out the importance of comparative librarydcience as a way of systematizing

observations and the arriyalcis decisions based on direct observation and

confirmable hypotheses rather than mere opinions or the use of secondary'.

sources' Heemphasized the ,importance of data-icollection as a foundation

Also, Fostt suggested the importance of this

in bringing order intothinkino aboUt'librarl1ianzhi.P..:generally.
A., H

Shores ' definition:: study and, CompariSOn Of'librarytheory

practice'in, all Of ,the different countries of the world for the

for comparative study.

method

purpose' of.broadening and deepening our understanding of:professional:"

problems and Solutions.? This definition sOu4ded: reasonable, bUt certain

of Shores.' interpretations included something'like. "Comparative

librarianship suggests a new and critical role for librarianship::

Patently, political and. industrial' leadercs Of nations have been

unsuccessful in promOting world understanding. It is just possible

that the quiet force of libraries can succeed where government5have

failed."22' While it is not clear just what this meant, there seem to

be some implications of moralism, social welfare and peace making helie

of making the world a better place, which are unnecessary and inappropriate,

idealistic and impractical. Scholarship is justifiable for its own sake

'without social welfare implications. Such approaches'and emphasizes'

will Only retard deVelopmentand hold the field' at a popular and

descriptive level..

One source, speaking about sociology but presumably providing'



:a definiticin adaptable to librry sdic:nce, also apparently would

call comparative library science that field:Which it concerned with

the tystematic and explicit comparison of library phenomena in two

or more societies.23

Niles Jackson: that field of study that deals with the comparison

of the thcory and practice of librarianship in different countries to

deepen and broaden under tanding of problems beyOnd natienal:boundries.

A useful definition, very much like that of Shores.

In explication and in conclusiOnt'however we may ask, what

different countries are included in this definition? Any other
.*Qs

cOuntry, thatjt.:,1f;

a paper 'drawing

comparisons between American and IranianHpublid

American Library Association conference in Dallas, that is Comparative 77

country than your own, than the-Author

Chait of Dayton

the

.library science. If Poori Soltani of Tehran, Iran reads a paper at.

the Iranian Library 'Association cOnference:in Tehranonher trip to

-visitAmerican librariesand in so doing, compares her OWliorganizatiOn,

the Tehran Book Processing Centre: with the. Bro Dart Alanar Book'

Prodessing Centre in pennsylyania ' that is comparative 'library science.

However,: if Dill readt a paper

'Dallas ALA conference

on AmpriCan pUblic libraries at the

or if Ppori reads a paper

at Tehran, that is not comparative library science. If Chait's paper
abOUt Iran diteusses the American library ideas now being practiced'here,-

is'it still comparative library science? Yes, and it is-still-comparative

library science if Chait reads hitIranianl3aper, at the Tapanese Library

kstociation Conference..

Now; s it still comparatiVeHlibrary science if Chaft18_paper

on Iranian c

merely lists statistics from `the public libraries of Several large Iranian

and American cities? No, a mere listing.of,data from two,countries is not

comparative, so may becalled.nternati ,,library And if
(1,

y,



he discusses American p ublic libraries only? No, that is neither

international nor comparative library science;. Comparative,library

science involves a cross geographiCal analysis and usually'acrO s

societal analysts,. also..

.Theoretically, the term, comparative, when applied to library

scienbe can refer tocompariSons of any kind orlibrarTlscience such as,

libraries. Ory the comparison ofA study of Danish public 'and school

one British charging.sy tem with :anc.,':,ner. Consequently, the most

generAl definition of comparatiVe library science ISthe study of library

science by the comparative. method to study policies and practices by

compdrison and'contrastanY:Policies and practices However this

definition is not the most common one'tTor:ti;ree-3:not

The special meaning of Comparative library science

to libraries abroad has developed through common ,usuage,.

the one being,

as

as.

it has in the social sci.ences generally. Nov; the non-geotraphic use
Q..

is quite common. It is the latter with which we are concerned here,

exclusively.

For this paper, comparative library science can be called the

objective' 'and accurate statistical and factual comparison and contra's

With full background social, cultural, and, data of one library:

countries. It is both a methodology in

which a hypothesis is proven or disproven and a field of study and

knowledge as Well.

Related,International Library Study Fields.--Simsova suggested that

any aspect of library science'involving more that one country which

was studied as an academic discipline using methods. of systematic enquiry

could.le calledcomparative library science'.2 If the study mas'not -1

carried out as an academic discipline and systematic ,enquiry ,methods'

were not used, however,,than-She suggested that a second term be'used

ror it, international library science. A study tour of, libraries



10

aimed at promoting. international understanding would be international

library. science, whereas a Study tour, planned to

systems, systematically;

comparative library

compare charring

number of countries Would be called

for example. This type

of interpretation common in the field of,education,,,a1s0..

I do not agree with Simsova's distinction between

the unscholarly. Surely, it should be possible to study

libraries sof-another country in a.scholarly manner without being

comparative for example, thru normative correlations of the social

and library data of that country only. And surely, many comparative

library 'studies are not very Schdlarly Tor instance, my oW.n.

TO me, comparative library science is and7iS:not identical

with international library science.

definitions given above seem

Certain

to apply better

of_the more general

tc international than

to comparative library science. Contrary-to common practice I believe

that international library science should be used as a generic term

to cover all aspects of, the international affairs of libraries, all

kinds of library studies involving more than one country, anything

no local or national. In contrast comparative library science,

foreign library science, and international institutional library science,

all three, should be subsumed under the overall term, international

library science. They should be considered subdivisions of it which

exist on a lower level of generality. The remainder of'this paper

assumes_the acceptance of this definition and discusses all other-
,

parts of the field as subdivisions of international library science.

Under international library science, the field of foreign

library science, listed above, is a discrete study area of its own.

It is that library science carried 'onoutside one's own country, the

description of a library matter iA One or more other countries/.

Foreign library science--the Germans call the more general term



10a

°Auslandskunde"--consists of the study by anyone of: any library

-bObject in another country or countries acrbss,atHlea t one national

border. The history of a:library or library activity or

science in a given country abroad is foreign :library

of library



science, for example, unless systematic Comparisons are made' to another

F

country in which case it becomes' comparative library'Stience.' The

phrase, international relations, as used in connection with the American

Library AssOCiation round table and committee by thatH-name,'must mean

much the same thin; as foreign library science 'Itimust refer to the

foreign relations of American librarians, but in this case, probably,

,

both with other countries ,(foreign library science) and with international

organizations (international institutional library science). Foreign

library science is' illus-rated by the Kaser,' White, Byrd 24:'book,whith

describes librartanehip' in severat,Countries,not nati-Veto the authors
A

and which evaluates but,does.not coMpareoreontrastthem.
';,4)0

Ara7thereother ways in which foreign'contrast6 with comparative

library science? A descriptive foreignpaper would be comparative only
fl

in the comparison; which the reader himself made n'ship-
nuJv. /

of his country. If it merely'laid'out the facts and let,the reader

make his own' analysis', even a paper which described-libraries in several

countries would not involve compariion 'but would simply be called

''foreign library science. The comparisone must be made overtlYby 'the

author':'not left to the reader's imagination, before we have'a, paper

(

' on' comparative library science.

At the initial or elementary level, comparative library science is

exemplified by a paper which objectively describes a particular'library-

policY or practice in two ,libraries in different countries'and then

overtly compares and contrasts the two situations. Such a ,paver is

much more useful than the foreign library' ,science study which'fails

to point out these similarities. Only when all of the useful comparisons

and consequent analyses and deductions are clearly written out by the

author can he be said to have made full use of his data, to have

helped the reader to understand the situation as much as he should

have.
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Four sub-types or foreign library science LLAidies may be

described here, also. These subdivisions of foreign library science

include area and case studies syst,:macI teal approach studies. 25

All four types of studies share with fa Try science, the

:more general term; 'the distinction of c kAQe t;rating :on other countries

than ones own and of involving neither comparison and contrasts

,

nor
,:.::.1.:-7.--'.-.:.;1:-. -...:...,',;.'.:1..':.::- ,:"7::1' ', 1 ) )

, h
,

international institutionallibrary science. Cflowevei., in c6i7tc.tiri other
5 :k L' ii ''' 6".'''' ( t'`X. i°V.I.--"r l'' % 1" 1-,4)%74"-'4-- 6- (..... -I .)-s.% +.;.:;,',1:);,.,a:,.'.4, ,.f ,-..;t :h,-,7c.t.,0::1:221,.:gy,7p,
small respects varyihr,from type to type, they,differ,,..froMjereign'''

,

library science.,,, Therefore while these four minor fields'are: classified
,,(....1;, "71)

under' foreign'librdry,,:science, each one of them'tdifferstomcwhat:from i

c,,,S).:(A., (...4;i'' A). ,.l..,; .-L,

each one'of the others in the group and,-from foreighlibrary 'Science', ti
,

itself.

Area library studies fall under the' general heading of foreign

library science, certainly;Hthough presumably the same term might be

used to cover A stud
(5r

,,on libraries entirely within one's own country.,

Therefore area. and foreign library science are not' synonymoupp'but the

former can usually be,considered'to be a subdivision Of the latter.

Area'library science;:studies are mere descriptions without more than

superficial analysis,' usually covering several contigujiis nations

or sometimes a homogeneous district, within one country.'

An area library study lists the library characteristics in

.one country or area -of the world.25 It is essentially descriptive,

preferably on manyyariables, and may provide the raw data Which can

be used later in a more complex comparative study. Rarely, an area

library study may be analytical, not merely descriptive, but only within

the data of its own area. Immediate answers to questions may be

identified without extensive attempts to place the study in its

cultural and historical context, to locate causation, or to make

comparisons. Comparison seeks unifying themes, trends, and causes.

The facts are merely the symptoms to the comparative student, though
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they are usually the end product; to the area stUdent. Since it is

Primarily descriptive raher*.than analytic, kiarveyls, Pakistan and

Afghanistan Librarianship paperis an example of an area library study.

In all area studies, the data must, be organi7Dd geographically as well

as by type of library problem.

There is a continuum between the 'pure area study and.the pure

cemparatiVe stUdy'. The latter always has some eleMenLS of the former,

but the former, in its.p#est form, contains no elements of the, latter.

As comparisons and analyses.creep 'into an area study, it becomes more

nearly comparative. In their pure forms, an area library study stresses

thoroughness in .gathering facts while a comparative study stresses

Analysis and factual.comparison.

The library case study, a second type' of foreign library study,

is popular in international library science as well as in instructors'

9 20course outlines. It describes'only one country without comparison,

and concentrates on one topic. The majority of library case studies are

historical, descriptive and informal rather than scientific. They

may be interesting, but usually their reliability is unproven 'so they

must' be approached with lcaution . ..:oweVer, to define the case study-
,

as dlways being a,case history would be regrettable. While its history

will'be useful full deseription of the cases will provicie'data,ef,

potential value in several study areas. It makes no difference Whether

an area or case 'study, is done by, a 'national or a foreigner. HoWever,

a foreignHlibrary studymust be done on a country not native to the
r.)

researcher.

A biography or foreign library study in only one country is

a case study. A library case study is not a comparative study because

it does not compare its subject to anything extra-national, except

perhaps occasionally and superficially. The case study is valuable

to researchers generally only when it is typical of some.larger group



and When-this modality is shown. Otherwise ite value is 'rc.;;trioted

to the case himsclf.or Of course, Several case

the same topieHmay:contain:the similarities ihich sub t5eSt the desirability

or conducting a comparative study. On the other hand, the library

case study may be useful for anot' >r reason, alsb, beoaUso more

nearly,, analytic literature dos nc fat exist in quantity. I finally,

we MUst point out that a 'study of one u.niversity library in etch of

studies on

two countries would' be'a comparative'case 'study,,a'comparison based

on only one case ineach country. Additional library pairs would,be

needed before any generally:applicable generalizations could be

obtained.
.

.Systematic and topical approach library, studies, the third

and fourth types,of foreign librarstudiesi involve two or more

countries. They do riot necessarily imply direct and overt comparison,

however, so -are not identical mith,comparatiVe studies. Since they

may include many,cOuntries or seyeral'oontinents,, usually they are not

area studies,...eitherNormally, the systematic 'study arialysesmany_
.

. ..-.'. ''
..

,

_
. ._

, .

variables in a few countries o.:,else a'few-variables:inmany'coUntrieS.
, . .

Y. 4 ('eti"However,
4J 'jY 7''.. ''V'')I''"- , `-'''..t'V.'"-i-tr11 t'-.),e U .).L. 1 0,. 1 t, ,t.o. ;,,. :LA"' , v 7,s .117'yLL.60.

-Lekvever, in" CoMmonpTacticelthese termS, are used' without. strict'

adherance to.the definitionsilgiven..here. .11anganathan's admirable .

Readings and Canons, for example, is a curious hybrid which defies

classification. 27 It has been called comparative, systematic and.

topical, thereby confounding everyone.
.1

Under the general heading of international library science,
(.1.)

we have described two major subdivisions, comparative and foreign

library science. The third and last major andmiiscrete subdivision

of international library science is international institutional library

science. This field is a specialized one which deals with the work

of multi-national associations, libraries, organizations and events.

It refers to the library activities of such multi-national institutions
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as the FO AMerican Friends of

JntOrslaVionai-Standards Organizati6nnennationalinaltutions.

ThIS field carries no iMplidations of comparison and can quite propeily

include the simple description by its direCtor in a' Swiss library journal

of the. UN Library in Geneva, for instance, a subject which' would not_

AuAlify as,either foreign c' .,omparati've library science.' The liMiting

factor is the non- or more accurately, the multi-national

nature of the sponsoring organization.Obviously, a paper could be

both international institutional and comparative, on the other hand,

for instance, an 'objective comparison on ten international social science'

.librariesAn,,Geneva :and ten'in New.York.with the goal of reaching,

,:preliMinary ConclusiOns abOut international' social science libraries.

Also, i >t is possible to describe the' two World Health ,Organizdtion

libraries, one in Alexandria and one in Delhi, without attempting to do'

more than that, no cOmp'arisons or contrast, and that would be narrowly

international institutional andnot comparative library 'science.

In the present series of international deftAitions it should

be understood that, partly by.their natural meanings and partly by

arbitrary definition, there is no overlap between the three major

fields: comliarative, foreign, and international institutional library

science. While the latter may seem to fit better under foreign

library science, it shbuld be realized that the definition of foreign.

library science is violated fiy international institutional library

sciences frequent inclusion of the author's own country in its

considerations, when the local agency has international concerns.

Neither foreign nor international library science can be

included in comparative library science, isince one deliberately excludes

it in all cases while-the other includes it instead of being included

by it. International institutional library science extends comparative,

library science, in most cases, but comparison of international
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aspects is possible also

SfImMary.- To summarize, the opening sections of this paper

have tried to establish definitions for the f011oWing ma4Or

minor international library terms:

a. 'International library science, a comprehensive term an

umbrella phrase, coverslhe'entire field of library international

TplatienS'and.its studies of non- national library science. As

sub-categories, At includes the,three :major and four minor,
Cf\Q:

fields listed below. Every-paper in thiVielcLfits'into,thels

general concept

b. Foreign library Science's the description of any aspect of

library operation'in'one or" mere countries other than the author's

2,191:111M:r1h0x0-s-own_country.. It specifically omits both comparative

and international institutional ,library,science., 'A Harvey

/paper. on- the Iranian DocumentationCentre'woUld be an example

of foreign library, science.- All foreign area' library studies

as Well 'as foreign case library studies, systematic library

studie8 ancttopical ,approach:,library studies are mutually

exclusive sulkivisions of foreign library, science.

c. International institutional library science refera'to the

librarianship' of international libraries, organizations, fnstitu.

tions, and associations. A paper on the library-connected

International Children's Film Festival held annually in Tehran

would be an exaMple.

d. Comparative library science is a separate and exacting field,

and few first rate examples of it exist. It is the objective

and systematic comparison and contrast of libraries in two

or more 'countries on a specific topic in,order to Teach\

conclusions useful in understanding them. The books footnoted



Winton and'Hassenforder are superior exampieS:22,
;, 7:

Gerern1 ComnavatAve Research VethedOlagx.-7Now that we haVe identified

linternational library scienCe,and'its seven subdivisions we CVI1 GokR

concentrate on the most glamorous and subdivisiOns

comparative library science. We will attemptto:clarify t ,various

stages anci:problems. What is thecomparative research procesS?

should we compare librariesin different countries? Adapting freely

from Bereday, SimsoVa and others, the comparative research process can

be,seenin the following ProgressiVe stages :1' 2! PC'

1. Speculative Stage A vague perception of a relationship'

'connecting a specific policy or practice followed on one

aspect or experimental variable in-two.-tlihrdibnt,libraries

located in different countries.
.-t-

2. Initial Descriptive Stage. The systematic and complete

collection'ofinformatiOn on one experimental variable in one

library in one country, usually the home 'country. The'

description may be subjective, andimpressionisticl'but it is

much more usefdl if it is accurately objective and statistical.

Not just wha't,'but'.how::much,,must be answered,' also, and not

just for one.dId&ii.:Varia4b:but for all related social and

libraryVariables

Initial Analytical Stage. ,,Fer.one function, problem,

poliCy in one library, analySe'the data,in terms of social

science and' library' Varialilee' while using social science

methods.' Thecorrelations between' many variables may be Sought..

Value judgements-Should be deduced from these analyses Various

related factors, the philosophy Of library functions and

national cultural charabteristicsbecoMe important here, since

library
c'.41sc

hi0.1s,conditionedipy the whole of'society. The data
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should be analysed to reveal modes, means and trends in

relation to the experimental variable. This v%riable should

be fully analysed and interpreted until its causation,

correlation and role are thoroughly understood An that library.

Description and Anal.ysis in the Second Library Stage. ,The same

procedure of collecting data and analysing it must be carrieo

for the same,expbrimental variable in the same type of libraprt
0.;-,Lzy.:A_ -Lc)

abroad preferably, in a library which resembles the first one

closely. Co-efficients of. correlation must be obtained to show

the usefulness of this data in predicting results for the

experimental variable in the second library.. This time, however,

the data collection must be ,carried out in conformity with

findings in the first library. Variables correlating poorly

with the experimental variable in the first country should be

dropped from consideration and only variables with high positive

correlations in the first country' studied further.

Comparative Stage. With the data collected in the previous

stages, comparatively study the libraries by juxtaposition,

the ideological framework in which to compare them having

been determined by the two separate analyses. JuxtapositionL

and comparison require a simultaneous, review of several social

science analysis systems--sociological, political, legal,

economic, geographical, meteorological, demographic, educational,

and historical--as well as library science analyses, to compare

the data from the two countries. Analyse the data to identify

similarities and differences between countries.and,attempL

to determine why the differences and similarities exist., This is

the stage of search for commonalities; correlations'and patterns

among all the library .and social variables. The assumptions

and hypotheses or generalizations found useful in explaining
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experimental variable action in one country must` be preven

or disproVen by comparison to the_saMe:data for the

coUntry.

Correlation EXtension,Stage.' If at least one logical

positive Correlation is found' for the expurientai

both Countries the initial comparison has been"a success,.

though perhaps,onlya very moderate, and preliminary success, and
L-.0701

perhaps ordy in the short run. 'After one SucceSsful attempt,';',

the same technique should he applied to several Similarlibraries

in the sametwo'countries for the same experimental variable -

and those variables found useful in explaining it. In other

in

words, the previously promen hypothesis must be tested on new

libraries in the same two countries. Only with such correlation

extension to a number of libraries can any useful generallzakiarrIm

,cz-c*principles.be developed. Only by such extension can anything

more than intriguing case studies be developed. Just how large the

sampling should be is hard to say sand will depend on the

circumstances. However, a few libraries will dimbst never

be enough, and even a few dozen libraries: will seldom be very

firm balsp for useful generalizations. Often a carefully

stratified sampling or else a fourth to a half of the, universe

must be used before

usefulness.

the conclusionm will have general national

National Extension ,Stage. W inu ositive correlations
1.11X,

on the same varibleS, the same tOchnique may be applied to

libraries in additional ocittliti-iesv, This 'extension will involve

a teveral,counti4les to pro`, ,e the

hypotheOis derived from the 'earlier' ti-natiO411 juxtapositions.

Predictitage. With continue& correlation, success,-

prwlicti is of international relationships be,steen' variables,.
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can be made, ba ed on the e.;Wence at hand. The achievement

of this stage enables the researcher to claim that he has

reached thc'imMediate goal of compam ive library science

knowledge and underStanding of

several, countries'.

Hhte#100logical Stage, Through close analysis' of previous:

steps) evolve new theories, concerning the situation and new

researchmethodsA. Desigft 'new and more effective, metheds,)of
el.p.d'i../.,.

Studying the same, and similar problems with new 4aGa'v:-

TOT. 'Further Research Stage. The same and' other.Tesearchers"shouldH,

A

study other carefully selected libraryexperimental,variables

closely related to the first variable'in the same type' of

library and,in'seVeral countries. By this means, they will extend

their understanding and predictive ability 'to closely related

variables. Eventually;, whole units of library-scienceMay be

covered, such as school library charging, systems, or theOlogical

seminary: catalogingpolicies, Of course, the comparison of

entire libraries will'-seldom be sensible,' instead, specific

library policies problems and functions must be compared.

Systems Analysis StAge. In the futurei after much objective

data is collected about certain types of libraries in two

countries, whole library systems should be compared, such as

nation-wido school library systems, and hypotheses proven

Hconcerning them.'

Law, Formulation Stage. The final research stage'shOuld lead

to the formuIatiOn-of laws explaining the activities

of specific' types of,library work and librarieS:within-

speoific groUp of'Counties, such as, socialist or Southeast,

Asian countries. The. ultimate, goal of comparative. library

Science is to develop Useful policyprinciples or laws and



to understand them Liorourhly. The law;; mot either b

universallY true in all eountries foreertain types Of libraries
e

a
and types of library work in 'pertain kinds of countries o14 :typed:

)

of- li rary situatiOn2. in other words', the law formulator

must be ableto'prove.thatliis law is valid world-wide,Or

else in specific named 3jbrary situations of widespread

occur-ranee.

Summarized the,comparatiV-aillbrary: research stages are speculatiOn

description, analysis, comparisOn and interpretation, correlation,

extension,, and prediction. Or, stated differently, observationanalYbiav,

understandinglprediction,, and finally,, control. Some variation in the

'orderofthe stages is permissable. For, nstance, the; analysis stage

may be postponed until both sets of national data 'are complete, then

by juxtaposition and analysis promisingcaUsal variables can be

identtfied.

In the_descriptive :stage4,the data mUat,beAdentified named,

grouped and clasaified:: In fact, a subject, claaaification may

'provide a helPfulfraMework even before' the data are collected. Often,

the researcher's measurements will require scaling and ranking the data-.

Selecting the lanitaari475;ndieas:7for-cohlparkson Is often a diffic

part of the task because of their doUbtful comparability. Sampling

techniques mill'be' useful in many situations,,, alsO.

Analysiq should proceed ,frOM the leaser to the greater

generality. First, the researcher studies the local picture and shows,

that one, experimental problem'or dependent variable oan be proven to

result from the action of one or more other variables.' He starts

working in a miern.cosm, with a pair of libraries. For the coniparative

researcher to attempt.to analyse several basic experimental variables
.1...r% :41)

in one study instead of coOpentrating on one only, will normally complicate
.

it unduly and lead to superficiality. A better comparative study
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the causation of one expertmental variable and

post tive relationship as many o ther

library variables

relevant social and

as possible. In general, the panton 'study is a good

'example of, such narrow concentrabion.28 The*proof, of a relationship must

be buildup gradUally for one Small aspect off,l.ibrary science. Before

generalizations can be made about major factors; they:must'be proven,

about the minor variables, composing them. The importance of. continuing

the'data collection and analysis'until significant generalizations can

.te made should be fully realized, of course.

After success in one country, the researcher applies the

successful hypothesis to another sample country, in an, attempt to'prove .

the truth of the:,hypothesiS--or the truth of the variable'scovariability--i:

the macrocosm. If successful in the ,second country, then the attempt can

be made to validate the hypothesis by proving it in a third country. By

adding other 'countries to the analysis, fourth, fifth, sixth and so on,

the researcher may eventually be able to approach universal applicability

of his hypothesis, and it will become a proven generalization, principle,

policy, or law, always subject to certain assumptions and conditi ons. -sH:40.

The difference between juxtaposition and comparison should.be.

understOod The researcher, must juxtapose the data.befOre he can compare

it overtly. Textual juxtaposition arranges ,the data or inforMation in

layers,` one after another, so they can be compared more easily. Tabular

form arranges the'data vertically.' In comparison, which must' always follow

juxtaposition, the researcher, must balance the data of each kind for

one country against the data of the same kind fertile other country;

He must frequently, ,refer back and forth, between. countries for'

comparisons as he moves from variable-to'variable. 'Many,comparatiVe

library science studies are at best only juxtaposition studies.

If the'data descriptiVe and analytical stages have narrowed

down the of variables to a'feW, then the comparative stage can be



carried out quite simply and quickly, However,

may start with Several hundred variableSIA:le' May be requived to

juxtapose and comParcmany mere variables, than a:few. The number will

be large and the process slower if the 'researcher collects data on

his variables and then juXtaposes 'analysestind. compares them, all .in

the same stage.

Simsova discussed the comparative method as a scientific

research method. 2 The comparative method IS the comparison or proCesslof

searching for likenesses in differences or'for differences in'likeneSsea

as between two or more phenomena, carried out in tho.scientific manner.
eL

To be scientific) the comparison should be guided by a library conceptual

framework derived logically from a theory which explains the phenomenon

or variable being studied. Facts cannot be,understood except in a

superficial way unless they are fitted into the context of explanations

stressing their causes and correlations. The data should be quantitative,

with definitions fully developed and explained. They should cover

thoroughly the variable being researched and.rbe gathered carefully A

satisfactory system is needed for proving the truth about the.hypothesis

concerning the experimental variable, one which is based on objective,

varifiable and conclusive research methods,one yielding reliable results

and preferably explaining causation. A priori assumptions about libraries

and librarians must be avoided until proven by responsible research:

Comparative library science is one of the social sciences and

studies the social forces which cause library events. Prevailing library

policies and practices can be fully understood only when the researcher.

analyses the social and cultural background in which these facts exist.

Hassenforder has done this type of social analysis welll'in a historical

context.29 'Fitting library variables into the national cultural life

is often difficult and time consuming,' however. It requires thought,

discussion with nationals,. and research to clarify the situation. Comparative
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library. science should not be identif:led with any of, the social sciences

to:the exelusAon of the others, however,' but it should be related to all

,..of.themtethe extent that they bear on specifle problems. In a country

where we find few ro,?.ders,' the literacy 'rate'should be investigated,'

fora instance..

It is said that comparative studic6 are-justifiecL because,

1.ike the other social sciences, library science Must study people,

institutions and objects which cannot be manipulated, held constant and

controlled as easily as can a test tube of water. The social sciences

generally must be satisfied with less universally applicable truths and

and proof, and instead can seldom prove a hypothesis for more than

partial universality, with geographic and temporal- limitation's being

thisimportant.= While this true, several other kinds of social science

research studies are justified for this same reason, and there is no

reason to restrict the study method to comparisons except where they,are

appropriate. The country can never be held constant, since tomparative

library science must, study two\or'thore countries, but the type of library

and library work must be held constant. Any aspect of library science,

can be studied by this method as long as-it is practiced in two or more

countries. Most comparative studies start with a detailed knowledge

of the researchers' own library.

What is the relation between adaptation of foreign library ideas

and comparative library science? Since borrowing and adapting,

cbilb.cipUbly'or unconsciously done, are so very common, any study of two

country's librarieSAs sure to come 'acrosis many cases of borrowing and

adapting, In fact, thismay' be a signiElcant part of the analysis

comparison. Identifying the origin of an idea., may be satisfying but

riperroWingit is mere:useful.-,_

Comparative Library Science Research Techniques.--Instead of a unique
!

comparative research method, several methods exist.31 They include
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statistical comparisons, problem analyses, trend idontifiation,

factorial and analytidal approaches., analysis against norms, developmental

criteria identification, and historical analyses. The researcher must

validate both qualitatively by argument and quantitatively -by statistical

methods. Studies of circulation and budgets are examples which will

often be primarily statistical. Much good comparative library research

turns out to be correlative study attempting to show the statistical

relationship,. between two or more variables.

The problem approach is a natural one for comparative studies

and should yield much interesting and useful future work. A survey

and

book

can

analysis of Solutions:to a, partigular problem in similar nations,

loss or publicity displays, if pinned dOwn exit .by narrow focus

havejpratical value. -Trend analysis is importan he extent that

identifies foreign influences or at least foreign echos o the trends

being described but isolating trend causation should be of first

importance. Such-trends as those toward open stacks and rural library

service come easily to mind as available for study.

Comparative Education Review and CoMparative Education have

published studies on comparative teaching.mothods, and other subjects

in which mathematical and situational research techniques were used.32

Another example was an objective seventy
, 34

education test achievement, Mathematical

33

five country study of mathematics

prediction and ,planning

models for explanation,

can be useful also. Theeretical model.

construction of teaching techniques can lead

teacher

to the restructuring of

education programs. Mental and personality differences

reflecting .national cultural characteristics may be important. Factor

analysis can be

variables, leadinz,the

s to classify data between dependent and independent

researcher closer to causation.

The establishment of norms or standards may be useful for

comparative purposes-. Analysis of two stituations against a norm
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may be hclprul in placing them properly in relation to a wider sampling

of. oonnries. Perhaps the Iranian librarytandards produced by

this author can be used for this purpose, for example.

Foskett pointed. out the desirability of doing comparisons to

superior examples, ideals, or models, also.3 Comparative need

not necessarily consider this approach, however. The field contains no

implication that the coMparisOn need be made to a model or ideal or

even to a superior or successful example. The systematic comparison of

a library variable in'different countries is Justified for its own sake

without the_nedessIty of trying to improve anyone'S library.

IdentifYing static versus dYnamic situations and the faCtors

).nfluencingiibrary development are worthwhile. Traditionally, the

comparative method has been used in education as a way of predicting.

the outcome of a particular:educational:idea or, trend or problem

solution-without having to carry out this idea in reSearOher's

own country, It has provided a way of conducting an experiment without

having to do it oneself, but merely by watching other people carry it,

out. Predicting national development based on experience in a

somewhat more advanced

be useful exercise

country havinga similar cultural

under, the proper

Kuwaiti' publie librarians might

conditions.

milieu should

For instance,

study Egyptian public library

development., The entire area of library reform and2planning'for:

future development is one in which comparisons should be usefulAWhen::

tryirig topredict results in one situation 141' studying the reSultS in:,

another one, however, it takes a:great:Aeal of reliable data about

situation to be able ttiextraPolate or adjust for measurements whiCh do

not agree. This approach tends to become increasingly risky and

unreliable as the relevant variables are found to be dissimilar to

those in one own situation.

While historical methods-Will alway have a place in comparative
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research, a comparative study should not be required to concern itself

with' the past. Current is more valuable than older information. The

social science method rejects the historical method for most-studies.

While sometimes useful in suggesting areas deserving more detailed

analysis and in spettinvrelationshipS4 the historical method seldom

provides the final word in proving a relationShip., The past is only

a partial guide and often demographic, economic, educational, politiCal

and sociological approaches will be more useful in studying the present

and forecasting the future. Jr, such analyses as the effect of the

contrasting social philosophies on the extensiveness of public library

disperSion in the socialist vs. the Arab countries, for instance, the

historical method would be only partially helpful. Comparative library

studies do over space what hiStorical studies' do over time. Ofcourse,:it.

is possible to combine history and geography by studying the libraries

of two countries at a past.period or even to compare two country's

libraries at two different historical periods.

or testing

trug,Ment, or at:least a major part, of it,. :shOuld, if possible

which can beused again by later StUdents rather than havingthem.

devise data:,Collection and analysis instruments which are not comparablei'.:

In this way, the data C011ected:may have a cumulative impact rather than

providing only-Separate studies.

To, the extent possible, international and,comparative

students should undertake' library science research.topios which will

enable them to understand an important aspect of library science, not

an insignificant, aspect of it. Obviously, the more significant the

study comparison should utilize a fully developed questionaire

instrument for data collection. Preferably, however, this

be one

matter studied, the more useful conclusion's on it may For example,

the generalization that most UA4qibray catalog cards arc tan in color,

while most, Israeli cards are white, does not add usefUlly to
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our understanding of West Anian libraria"a.,M;p; except -perhaps to suggest
1 1

that Israeli librarrnhin.may be somewhat better supported financially
t

than that of the UAR. On the other hand, to prove that UAli public

libraries have small and partially cooled reading rooms because their

service philosophy is poorly developed whil Israeli public libraries

have large, cool read,,ng rooms because thei, ,service philosophy is

well developed, may be of greater usefulness in future researTh.

Also, the presence of the American, Harvey to aid the

Iranian Documentation Centre, instead of the Uneseo advisor which

'the Pakistan National Scientific Documentation Center had; may have

left its mark on each organizationand b. worthy of comparative and,,,

contrastive analysis. A revealing study might be made of the influence

of national characteristics and social problems on the development and

structure of the four West and South Asian Unesco

HdoeumentatiOn centers,' Inbdoe

aided national

pansdec,,Vidoc and Turdok, as Well.

The data collection problet and establishment of the social problems

and national characteristic .of these four

formidable project, however. In all cases it should be realized that

the criteria for evaluating a piece of comparative library research

as good or poor, uSefUl or useless have not',been established or

even considered; aside from those customary in social science

evaluation generally

In most library'science fields, carrying out sehola ly

research

comparisons in depth requires a long and ,rigorous preparation. Travel

and residence abroad leading to personal knowledge of a library system

are invaltable, since statistical evidence alone is never adequate'for

thorough, understanding. Of course, it is necessary to maintain a friendly

and'helpfur attitude toward both countries being Studied since their,

data are being used to achieve.greater understanding of the library world.

Foreign language competence of a high order for both countries,' travel,
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acqUaintance and correspondants in each country, knowledge of-the cultural

history trends, and patterns influential in the countries, several

Years residence in both, and curbtngof the author's own cultural and

personal biases are required.

Comparative Library Science Research ProbleMSCOmparative library' science':

has not advanced beyond the introductory stage. Its development began

in the humanistic tradition :Which it shared with Oth,Jr library fields.

However; folloWing:publication of theHZimsova:and Danton volumes, With

their espousal and use of the ideas current among coMparative education

and library science leaders the old humanistic and 'deseriptive:approach

Can no 16nger be defended Its lack of precision and'careful definition
of terms and the absenee of a fraMework of theory into Which:hypotheses

and findings can be fitted have made it obsolete.:

MOSt of theApresent- literature of comparative; library science

iS descriptive, anecdotal or horatory, superficial or' suggestive,

and of01.Tflepting-usefulnesa.otual. and narrative papers greatly:

Outnumber analytical papers. :JnStead, of b ing_a field which has::

A)roduced generalizations lellith predictive yalue i t is still merely::

pleasant and exotic, perhaPS now bedOming fashionable and attracting

a number of intellectual tourists. Some of theauthorswhohave written

explicative papers on the subject 'have done little orTho research 'in

the field itself.

!l'hej1SheiMTand.WhitelcontribUtions,:well known. `in the field,:

were essentially sets of conclusions.' "Each author analysed an extensive

set of data before drawing conclusions but gave little of this data to

the reader. -1Mleentire conclusion-forming process was omitted from the

text of tlip book. Therefore4'their contributions4.ekcellent 'in several
^

other ways, are relatively unsatisfactorydmthis7way. Th-m reader is

deprived,of:the opportunity,,to study and,evaRmata-the data land methodology

and to: reach, his,-ownconclusions.,

7



The Munthe study, ImerI=n Librarianship from a European Angle,

so often quoted in the litaratmne as ca. fine comparative tudy,pmple,

in some ways is a poor one;15 ghile fabcinating to the American

reader for its penetrating obsa4NatiQzis .and an early example of

the' systeMatic attempt to relate-Pratice in two. geographic 'areas, it.

remains a very unscientific perfOrmprre4 As a' compariion it is 'peor

since the NorWegian or :EuropiertmLide,,,:presumably the other nationality

used for comparison with the American4 is poorly spelled out and compared,

thru juxtaposition or any other method. Further, the whole thing in'

not "proven

broad areas

in any.social scientific sense. The attempt to compare

of. ibrarianship, as he did, is fruitless anyhow except

than a vaguely descriptive manner, based on personalin little more

observation and analysis.

AUnthe'sbpok As the kind of which shOuld be referred to'

asari interesting early and Primitive, example'Of the comparative'

library science method. :Unfortunately:; this manner of:studying

situations abroad is the:mode in 1972, and MUnthelS shrewdness

is seldom present. Library

description rarely provides

generalizations useful

travel abroad can

the objective analySis needed

but its

to establish

in comparing the countries seen. Normally,

comparative studies concentrate on a very narrow topic forming only

a small part of Buell a trip; and the time is not available in which

to collect the data needed for proper analysis of, use and efficiency.

Another comparative library research problem results from

the popularity among international library science papers of emphasizing

differendes rather than ses. For example few Iranians return

from Moscow emphasizing thetwe) conntry,s' sinilari.ties inaversonnel

problems, the difficulty,argettingussian.,ankIranianlriararianst6,

work .hard -and Lcooperativeirtmotard common. goals. Certainly, 'similarities

and:differencesareiMDOrtmatt.landme.muRi.,iapro:if.,,,w1,..-4.
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both of them. Further, it is true that the contrat3t-may quAint

anctinteresting, but are they Significant for other'llbrarLes? In all

situations, it is more important to seek performance modes which will

'AlloW prediction by their Similaritiestather than to seek differences

which Will not allow Pred.i.ction. The purpose of comparative analysiS

is to locate variables which poSsess positive CorrelatiOnswith:each

other. Negative findings may be interesting but are usually less

helpful.' The term, comparative library science

of similarAties,whereas such a term as contrastive library science,

Suggests the importance

would suggest differences.

ascertaining

a field seeking only to discover

Foskett emphasizes the importance of

The need'to(firST\understand

realized if we are to root out social and, library causation.must be

the

causation.

society in which the library exists

AttemptingtO ascertain' causes` on an internationalbatAS is difficult

however. It is doubtful if we can define and measure our own' and

his_policies.and practice6 until we are sure that we understand fully

the social and. psychological.factors causing a foreign librarian to

carry out his ideas in aOlffIrall;)manner from ours. Only when we

have achieved this understanding can. we consider how his ideas should

influence ours, if at all.

comparability of the

may be said to vary with the'similarities of the cultures being

described, particularly with the similarities of their degrees of

sophistication. Some critics have suggested the fruitlessness of

even considering the comparison of'situations which generally lack

a strong degree of cultural similarity. It may be questioned whether

or not Lebanese engineering librarians would be compared usefully with

The library situation in two countries

Russian 'engineering librarians, for instance, beCausethe societies and

'politiCal systems inwhichlthey-operate are.so.different.' Whetheri,

thi,s generalization is always, true or not is' doubtful, but certainly
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the number of similarities, Would be much reduced in very disrdmilar

situations, and the number of variables on which it would be possible

to make useful compariSons-wouldte small, Such a situation would

suggest one in which two

third person uselessly.,

study can be:interesting

identify and confirm:the

contrasting case studies were compared by a
:q.e.(1"

The-vear.iircuinstarces where suehan_exploratory

however, not very useful ifonly to

few similarities available.

What about the comparability of the libraries themselves?

Is it possible to compare the:libraries:of two countries fairly and

accurately? Is it fairto compare a BUlgarian public library with

a SWiss: public library? Can a communist library have the same goals

as a capitalist library? Can a:library staff trained in thpPrussian

manner76f7othei4tlyThistOrical and:theoreticalstudy plus internship

.(5p.ei.ata a library with the same goalsas one

OdUcated librarian? Can a Liverpool special

be thought to be in any way comparable to

operated by a Canadian
i4y

library 100.717yearsold

special librarya Nairobi

two years old? Or is the fieldOf comparative library science, a Sham,

and :a fake? Certainly every country is culturally different and its

libraries reflectJ-Some of these differences. Trobably4 because of

national

much

and social differences certain library
4)S0A

to compare than others

Of course, comparability depends on what the libraries

trying to accomplish. If Bulgarian library goals are similar to those

of American libraries, then they can be evaluated fairly against an

American set of library standards. Or, if their goals are similar to

those of Iranian libraries, then an Iranian set of standards'may be used.

If their goals are somewhat different but'still largely the same, then,

with a few adaptations, perhaps they can be compared fairly. If the

library, goalslare vastly different, then an entirely new set of standards

political

m°re difficult

systems

are

are

necessary and'the'libraries cannot be compared,useaully excepton-,
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the most,peneral level or else for isolal;ed problems. White has

some interesting reMarks on this topic.

This discusSion leads to the question of he appropriateness

of evaluation in comQarative stUdies!. Some students may reject them.,

but to me, 4:11y-seem'eften te:lpe necessary in calculating the success
.

of particular library, peIlcy, Its usefulness should be considered.

before considering its comparability. Evaluations are necessary at

several !pointsin,theanalyses and cannot be avoided. On the Other

hand, this statement does not necessarily imply that Well researched

and developed evaluation instruments:or:standards are now available.

Certain:1f; An the U. Si A44- at least,' they are not. Nor can they :be:!:7

provided until the purposes and functionS:of:specifie t.Ypes of libra'rieS,

are agreed.ttas*HThe present .statementin_a_Tradtleal_LwaymerelxLpoints_

out the usefulness, on occasion, of existing-standards, preliminary

though they may be, for library evaluation and comparison.

InasocialistHcountrY:with a strong central government,

like !Bulgaria, certain differences of organization and administration

'can be expected when comparison is made with Switzerland, having

a different political and economic system. However, this papPr,

assumesMoStHofthese::to be differenceS4n,practicelnot in policies,

.':-FTindApleSorgoalsierhap's, eveSSRlibrarieacan:teexamined

by an American with standards modifiedonly

TheA.egree tO which lAbrariesin'i3uIgaria'and Switzerland-,

are comparable would decrease'primarily-as their goals differed.

Of course, school, library service philosophy, in, socialist countries,

for instance, is tied closely to the political, economic and social

systems and attempts to reinforce them vdth'many books-explaining the

socialist' philosophy. :However, political baoks in capitalist country

schoolaibraries,are likely,toexpla# the local ,political system,

also. Within what points,on'this continuum of comparability or
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incetoparability the comparative, library ciehtist must operate to

prodmce useful results is hard to' ay and may vary from situation

to eltttlation alSo. He will almost never find two situations which
A,vvy,t c

areexactay comparable.wiil often need to operate insktuationsmhicb

1)--17efar:firOVAdingrfeet::Comparability..,-. Whether or not:he can

o1 to usefUl results ifiti,7--the.'z'otiTer:,-6-xtTeme-- 71-7Se-7of_Ahealq:, Ylowever seems

doubtftl..

As an example of the similarity of seemingly different

libraries, the basic:goals of school libraries generally are to select

material which will 'be useful to the schobl students and, facUlty,

particularlyHin their pourse,workr acquire it efficiently, organize

it so the right user can locate it easily, provide capable and helpful

user assistance, circulate the material simply, andHin large numbers-1.

and tarry out administrationHin such Amay true the library staff's work.

741btrongly(Supported<The succetSfulschoollibrary is used heavily

per student and/make a strong impact on the school and the unsuccessful

school library is not .and does.not, and these facts do not change from

country:WcOuntry..: On this level of generalitythe goals of most

ofthe world's schoel would be quite comparable, ,nog matter

thepolitical systemunder which they worked.

a-good Iranian school library 'Would look
01.

function, much' like a good:W school library. The adjustment for Iran

a c s sh,Juld not be made in changing the library's goals, but

Consequently and

only in the immediate, the contemporarystandards. The Iranian library's

ultimate goals and its users' ultimate-needs are much the'same as

those,of the UK, though now, the, immediate goals are much simpler, in

Insn. Good librarianship is the same in both places, though it is

=ipporarily unrealistic to expect an Iranian school to have a good

lialmary. Eventually, yes; but now, nov% In 'many cases, the description

'6f:7-the educationally and financially,sucCesaful-library,:differslittle,
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from country to country what differs is the country': ability An terms

of social 'library and educational variables to produce it at a

particular point in time

More detailed statements of purposes, goals and policies would

begin to separate out several different types of school:libraries. At

lower points on 'descending levels of detail,.-When.:we checked minor

policies and procedures, the libraries would separate'=ven more.

To the extent that it is true to say that,no two situations

are alike, especially when comparing countries, then it-i:s4ifficult

to learn very much, to pick up practical ideas except in general terms,

about one's own situation by looking at someone else's. Attractive as

this use of the:comparative method maT.seem to be, it is going out of

fashion at least teMpOrarily, and comparative scholars are Claiming

only to learn somethingabout educational or-social processes. Many

seek tcvunderstand not to reform,' to analy,..e and clasSify for the

immediate future, rather than to Predigt for7the distant futurei It is

of basic importance to underStand the immediate

any further use is made of the data4'and:that

situation first, before

)Sti
is difficult enough

without adding the hazards of prediction. While certainly of ultimate

value, particularly for planning future development, prediction is a

step for which few comparative library researchers are ready.

Anothei; research problem relates to the lack of a theoretical

basis for,research The study of libraries in various countries is

'made difficult by the 'lack of'well defined,theories from which to deduce

hypotheses. We can expect such theories Ito be deVeloped within leading

library nations, then be applied to bi-national situations. Without

strong theoretical development in the well developed nations,, however; the

comparative" library scientist's workAs:made,harder. In fact, the

lack of well established library theories inany,'countryl'especially,

,A;rtR..,in developing countries, may in-part account for tl*scarcity,of
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In addition, the study of libraries in various countries AS

made difficultly the lack of Accurate and comparable data. Usually,

the data are not being:redorded in a developing country, and even

if they are, their definitions are not fully equivalent to the definitiAns-,,

used in the researcher's :Ownco.untry. So little, statistical data is

Available on Iran librarianzig.that objective studies are alMOst
A

impossible, unless the researcher collects his own data, a difficult

thing to dcc

Even though most of their papers reprebent a low level of

-scholarship, much of what is known in foreign library science is

based on:the observations' of visitors, at least much of what we can

read in western languages. Such travellers as Kaser Stone, Byrd, and:

Bonn.,dScribe objictive pictures which are useful in evaluating the

4progress and needs of Asian cOuntries. 2 4 37 Though they may not

qualify as scholarly, certainly Many examples of foreign library

science are useful to Comparative researchers andIead:,them to many

oftheir research topics.

Comparative, library science is such a new and difficult field

as to leaVe the impression that its scholarly study is impossible to

carry out succeSsf011y However, that is not true. While domparative

llbrary studieshietween countries must usually te expressed in somewhat

more general terms thanthospeoriductedWithin one country, thereby

reducing their usefulness to some extent, this situation does not

reduce their uSefulness to Zero. There is surely to be fOredast an

eventual' stage of development at which the comparison of libraries

superficially, almost, the only comparisons available now, will give way

to comparison with accurate ,data available in 'many countries and to

'abstract reasoning,and analysis of ,the common factors among. them.

A Larker,Frame' of Reference.--The global or,, one world-concept library
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science has been mentioned many times, recently by the Eneyelepedla

of Library nnd Informnton Sciorce.38 This concept and its assumptions

are part of the teory of international library science, that libraran-shIpr-
/

is a worldwide phenomenon, that the activities of other countries are

often interesting, and,that the:i can make useful study topics. Most

libraries around the world are believed to have similar purposes and

to carry out their tasks in similar ways to preserve man's heritage,

organize, display and encourage its use A global perspective tends

to enhance appreciation of contributions abroad. This section will

attempt to explain the global viewpoint in some detail.

The basic assumption in: this theory suggests thatmestern

countries do not possess all of the world's well developed libraries.

Hence, the one world aPproach implies consideration of all

their contributions and conditions of-librari;aira,SkrIpand'implies

existence of a global commonality of library activities and ofs, world-wide

community, of library interest. A country18 small size or underdeveloped;:.

countries,

culture :shoUltiprovide no reason for discrimination,-or prejudice of

any kind toward it. Furthermore, many librailr trends are apparently

world-wide and can be found to have similar causes. Each nation's

libraries are significant not only-for its own cultural development

but for other nations' cultural development also. The global concept

of library science should help to bring out the varying patterns of

library servile and encourage greater understanding of them.

The increasing interest in international library science must

be due in part to the increasing number of librarians and information

scientists who are having some direct contact with foreign material
_

and libraries. Improved international communication and transportation ,"
)

influence the foreign implications and reflections of educational,

activities. Many' research libraries sPenA signipcant portions :of

their material budgets,,in ,dozens of,:other:-countries:,-,Future automated
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information networks will be international, e. g.,':the work or Medlarsi

Chemical Abstracts and:Science Citation Index, and an, increasing nuMber of

librarians will work in other countries. The global viewitthe same to

the Iranian as to the Chilean-,----altO.-

The isirting of Nasser Sharify is helpful in explaining the

of international studies in -providing a new frontier for all librarians.39

However he i)oini's out their greater importance for developing than for

developed countries. The latter have their own library literature and

have already reached a certain level of success. Their

attention is held almost completely by the many project

occupational

s which they have

under way, and arousing interest in foreign:` projects is difficult. Often,

however the developing countries have just started modern libraries

and are determined-to move up quickly without having their own literature.

They,are forced' intO:bi lingual reading, conference attendance,

intensive study of internatienallibrarY:progrebs 'there beingnothing

locally worth study or emulatiOn.
,

There are several fundamental" problems to be overcome, hoWeyer,

before global cOnsideracan claim their proper share of library

attention The international free, flow of informatien is still hindered;--7

by the difficulty of contacting unknown librarians and by national

barriers of culture, language, education, censorship, and mail service.

.,International associations do not yet attract librarians from all countries

to their conferences, nor papers to their journals. Almost without

exception, they seem weaker than the'major national library associations and

their publications less well known. Often, even British, Australian and

American librarians seem'not to be cognisant of each others' activities,

so it is not, surprising that the higher language barriers keep other,

nations apart. Check'the bibliographic citations in a British or

American library or information. science book by,percentage,JJk Vs.-American,

t



and the result will often by 90% local, in each country.

The importance of the global viewpoint to library ,.ducatkoncdh

hardly be overestimated. Library school study of all kinds of international

library science should receive increased emphasis. Faculty members

should becrme fully aware of the world-wide dimensions of their

specialities, and the entire curriculuM should be reoriented and impregnated

with the international approach. Such a shift in attention should help

to make curricula more nearly universal in usefulness. The school

which persists in ignoring the wider frame of referenbe will fail to

prepare its students properly for their future library roles. Also,

it is possible to learn more about western library science by studying

eastern library science. This idea is spelled out by Sharify as well

as by Sable and Deya.40

Surely, it is an act of arrogance and national .provinciality

to limit study to the library science of one's own country when the

student could be studying the larger and more significant world scene.
---

It is as if larger and more signidicant matters were deliberately

screened off in order to consider local matters only. Such an
)approach is almost as provincial as:studying Pennsylvania librarianship.,

/and dHclaithing that one is thereby:well prepared Tori a library career

in.the late 20thOentury. The likelihood that one's lifetime contacts

and work., locations will remain within one state or nation are quite'

small. 'In 'developing the field of international library. science,

supplementing library nationaliSm'is a primary purpose. Eventually,

library educations hsould become truly international with each country

teaching the best elements of library science world-wide. Only then,

will comparative library science be recognited as the library field

Of ultimate importande.

Unfortunately, even'for those instructors wishing to use it,
I

there is little global library, science information 'available now. N

RP

0 0
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science of public librarianship exists, for instance,_although there

may be the beginning of a science of Briti h public librarianship or

of Swedis:1 public librarinnship, to list two examples. In other words,

no globally applicable publie library science has been developed, no

body of generalized. or internationalized.principles independent of their

:.national setting, :. merely various national public library sciences. In

many cases, the various national Prineiples are similar, and are probably,

derived from theprinciples.of'other countries, e. g, those of Australia

from 'the UK, but ,h0 one has attempted to trace their ,origina, or to

reduce them to a' :set of basic, internationally used principles. This

project should be of concern to all persons interested in international

library science. In the same way, the entire field of international

library science Should be of concern to all modern librarians.
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